INTRODUCTION
The impulsive differential equations are adequate mathematical apparatus for simulation of process and phenomena observed in control theory, physics, chemistry, population dynamics, biotechnology~ and industrial robotics (see [l] ). Due to this reason, in recent years, they have been an object of active research (see [a-11] ). We shall note that, in spite of the great number of investigations of impulsive differential equations, their oscillation theory has not yet been elaborated like that of nonimpulsive delay differential equations. In [12] , Gyiiri and Ladas studied the linearized oscillation of nonimpulsive nonlinear delay differential equations. In this paper, we will study the linearized oscillation of the impulsive differential equation z'(t) + $&)f,(r(t -r%(r))) = 0, t # tk, i zz 1
(t;) -z (tk) = lk (x (tkff t k=
1,2,....
The associated linear equations and inequalities of (1) are
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In this paper, we assume the following.
(Al) 0 5 to < tl < t2 < --. < tk < ~0. are fixed points with limr;_.,Wtk = co, (AZ) pi E C((~~,CG), Rff, ri E C([to,m), Rf), and limt_m {t -~-i(t)} = cc, i = 1,2,. . . ,n. (As) bi; > 0, k = 1,2,. . . , and nl<k<oo (1 + bk) < 00.
-(&I St" C:t"=, R(S) ds = cm.
(h) ~~(~)~ > Q for P # 0. (1) is said to be nonoscillatory if it is either eventually positive or e~~erjtua~~~~ negative. Otherrvise, it is cadged oscii~a~or~ a Similarly, we have definitions of solutions of (2)-(5).
MAIN RESULTS
In this section, we establish theorems which enable us to reduce oscillation of (1) to that of linear impulsive equation. At the same time, an equivalent condition for oscillations of (1) and (5) is established.
We first give some lemmas which are useful in proving theorems.
LERIhlA 1. Assume that ~A~~-~A~~ and ('Asj hold, jf (3) h as an eventually positive so~utjo~ x(t), (2) alld (4) have eventually positive solutions g(t) and z(t), which satisfy a(t) 5 y(t) 5 z(t) for
suficie~2tly large t.
PROOF. We assume that z(t) is an eventually positive solution of (3), then there exists k such that z(t) > 0 and t -7$(t) > to, for t 2 tk -rO, i = 1,2,. . . , n. Set z(t) = y(t) = s(t), tk -T, 5 t < tk, then y @k+) = $/ (tk) + Ik (y (tk)) = 5 (tk) + Ik (X(tk)) = X (t;i') , c" (q) = 2 (tk) f Ik (2 (fk)) = x (h) + I, (z (Q.)) = x (tk+) .
According to Theorem 3.2.1 in 1121, we have z K+J 2 9 @k++J.
ltence, z(t) 2 y(t) 2 4q7
for t 2 tl;.
The proof of Lemma 1 is complete.
LERIIVIA 2. Assume that (AI)-(AJ) and (As) hold! if (3) has an eventually positive solution s(t), (~5) has an eventually positive solution y(t), which satisfies y(t) 2 z(t).
PROOF.
It is ecasy to see that there exists Ic such that x(t) > 0 and t -q(t) > to for t > tk -T,, i = 1,2,. . . ,IL Set y(t) = z(t), tk -r, 5 t 5 tk, then we have y (t;) = 9(&f + &k~(~k)
Z(tk) + ~k(~(~k)) = Z (t;) .
According Similarly, by induction, Therefore, g(t) 2 z(t) for t 2 TV,.. The proof of Lemma 2 is complete. 
In view of (A5) and (8), there exists a constant ill > 0 such that t(t) < A1 for t > T. Now we claim that Iim inf z(f) = 0. t-+x, Otherwise, set lim inf z(t) = 1 > 0, t+cxr then there exists T2 I TI 2 T such that t -ri(t) > Tr, for t 2 T2, i = 1,2,. . . ,n, and t(t) 2 l/2 for t 2 Ti. In view of l/2 < z(t) 5 1 and the continuity of f<(p), there exists b > 0 such that f;(z(t -r,(t))) 2 b for t 2 Tz, then from (l), we have
= t'(t) + J?pi(t)fL(%(t -Tz(t))) 2 z'(t) + bgPi(t).
i=l i=l Integrating from t to 00 with t Z Tz yields
I-Af c b; -z(t) + b
k+ which in view of (As) and (A ) 7 im pl ies a contradiction that completes our claim.
Next, we prove limt_+cw, sup z(t) = 0. In view of (7) and the fact that lin~t_oo inf z(t) = 0, we can take subsequence {&.} from {tit_} such that Fc %(.&) = 0.
(9)
Simiiarly, take another subsequence {$j from {t;+) between <x_ and &+r such that limk-,, z(,Q) = hmt,,xl sup z(t). Assume that bi and 6: correspond to the moments &, %jk of impulsive effects, respectively.
According to (1) and (7) By Theorem 3.1.1 in [12], there exist functions P, y E C([t 0, oo), R) such that for any function 6 E C( [to, oo), R) between 8 and y, the following inequality holds:
where (13) h,(f) = min{to,t -I,}, H,(t) = maxjto, t -am}. Without loss of generality, we can assume
and for 6(t) between PI(~) and 71(t), set
tt,J(rjnr).
It is easy to see Sl(b(t)) > pi(t).
Next, we prove sl(s(t)) I n(t).
First, we have
where H(t) = maxl<,<,{t -r,(t)}. In view of -P(t) > -r(t)> we only need to prove It is obvious that this inequality holds. Therefore, (15) holds. By Theorem 3.1.1 in [l2], equation (11) hCas an eventually positive solution. This completes the proof of Lemma 4.
Next, we give the main results. By Lemma 1, z'(t) > y(t) > 0 for sufficiently large t, which contradicts the fact that (1) is oscillatory. The proof of Theorem 1 is complete. (1) is afso osciflatory.
PROOF.
If (1) has an eventually positive solution z(t), then for every E > 0, there exists T > to such that fi(z(t -Ti(t))) 2 (1 -f)Z(t -Ti(t)):
Then from (I), 
It is easy to prove that (28) satisfies the conditions of Corollary 2, so (28) is oscillatory.
